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Processing Big Data with Azure HDInsight: Building Real-World Big Data Systems on Azure HDInsight Using the Hadoop EcosystemApress, 2017

	
		Get a jump start on using Azure HDInsight and Hadoop Ecosystem components. As most Hadoop and Big Data projects are written in either Java, Scala, or Python, this book minimizes the effort to learn another language and is written from the perspective of a .NET developer. Hadoop components are covered, including Hive, Pig, HBase, Storm,...
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Hacking the Hacker: Learn From the Experts Who Take Down HackersJohn Wiley & Sons, 2017

	Meet the world's top ethical hackers and explore the tools of the trade


	Hacking the Hacker takes you inside the world of cybersecurity to show you what goes on behind the scenes, and introduces you to the men and women on the front lines of this technological arms race. Twenty-six of the world's top white hat...
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The Vietnam War: The Definitive Illustrated HistoryDK Adult, 2017

	Created in association with the Smithsonian Institution, this authoritative guide chronicles America's fight against Communism in southeast Asia during the 1960s and 1970s, and comprehensively explores the people, politics, events, and lasting effects of the Vietnam War.


	Honoring those who served in the war at home or abroad,...
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Java 9 Revealed: For Early Adoption and MigrationApress, 2017

	
		Explore the new Java 9 modules, SDK, JDK, JVM, JShell and more in this comprehensive book that covers what’s new in Java 9 and how to use these new features. Java 9 Revealed is for experienced Java programmers looking to migrate to Java 9.  Author Kishori Sharan begins by covering how to develop Java...
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Why Stock Markets Crash: Critical Events in Complex Financial Systems (Princeton Science Library)Princeton Press, 2017

	The scientific study of complex systems has transformed a wide range of disciplines in recent years, enabling researchers in both the natural and social sciences to model and predict phenomena as diverse as earthquakes, global warming, demographic patterns, financial crises, and the failure of materials. In this book, Didier Sornette boldly...
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Java 9 Modularity Revealed: Project Jigsaw and Scalable Java ApplicationsApress, 2017

	Develop modular applications using the Java Platform Module System, the single most anticipated feature in Java 9. You will improve maintainability and performance of your Java applications by deploying only modules that are needed and encapsulating their implementation details. 


	

	Until now Java has been monolithic....
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Beginning Data Science in R: Data Analysis, Visualization, and Modelling for the Data ScientistApress, 2017

	Discover best practices for data analysis and software development in R and start on the path to becoming a fully-fledged data scientist. This book teaches you techniques for both data manipulation and visualization and shows you the best way for developing new software packages for R.





	Beginning Data Science in R...
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Pro JavaFX 9: A Definitive Guide to Building Desktop, Mobile, and Embedded Java ClientsApress, 2017

	At the annual JavaOne conference in May 2007, Sun Microsystems announced a new product family named JavaFX. Its stated purpose includes enabling the development and deployment of content-rich applications on consumer devices such as cell phones, televisions, in-dash car systems, and browsers. Josh Marinacci, a software engineer at Sun, made...
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Defensive Security Handbook: Best Practices for Securing InfrastructureO'Reilly, 2017

	
		Despite the increase of high-profile hacks, record-breaking data leaks, and ransomware attacks, many organizations don’t have the budget to establish or outsource an information security (InfoSec) program, forcing them to learn on the job. For companies obliged to improvise, this pragmatic guide provides a security-101 handbook...
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C# 7.0 Pocket Reference: Instant Help for C# 7.0 ProgrammersO'Reilly, 2017

	
		When you need answers for programming with C# 7.0, this tightly focused reference tells you exactly what you need to know—without long introductions or bloated examples. Easy-to-browse and ideal as a quick reference, this guide will help experienced C#, Java, and C++ programmers get up to speed with the latest version of the C#...
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DevOps with Kubernetes: Accelerating software delivery with container orchestratorsPackt Publishing, 2017

	Learn to implement DevOps using Docker & Kubernetes.


	About This Book

	
		Learning DevOps, container, and Kubernetes within one book.
	
		Leverage Kubernetes as a platform to deploy, scale, and run containers efficiently.
	
		A practical guide towards container management and...
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Web as History: Using Web Archives to Understand the Past and the PresentUCL Press, 2017

	The World Wide Web has now been in use for more than 20 years. From early browsers to today’s principal source of information, entertainment and much else, the Web is an integral part of our daily lives, to the extent that some people believe ‘if it’s not online, it doesn’t exist.’ While this statement is not...
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